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Abstract

Secure updates in a peer-to-peer game where all of the
players are untrusted offers a unique challenge. We analyse
the NEO protocol [5] which was designed to accomplish
the exchange of update information among players in a fair
and authenticated manner. We show that of the five forms of
cheating it was designed to prevent, it prevents only three.
We then propose an improved protocol which we call Se-
cure Event Agreement (SEA) which prevents all five types of
cheating as well as meeting some additional security crite-
ria. We also show that the performance of SEA is at worst
equal to NEO and in some cases better.

1 Introduction

Massively multi-player online games (MMOGs) typi-
cally consist of many thousands of players interacting in a
virtual world. The persistent game state and the large invest-
ment of time by players makes the prevention of cheating
critical to a successful game. In the traditional client server
architecture for MMOGs, security is addressed through se-
cure communication with a trusted central server, usually
using off the shelf tools. These central servers require a
large investment in CPU, bandwidth and maintenance re-
sources. They also represent a single point of failure and
congestion. P2P networks can be used to distribute the re-
sponsibility for game state and logic over participating ma-
chines, removing the need for a central server. Doing so can
improve performance, scalability and robustness.

The use of P2P networks for this purpose poses a unique
security problem since all parties are untrusted. In essence
this means that MMOGs must facilitate a method for partic-
ipants to reach a consensus on the current state of the game
in a way that prevents malicious individuals and groups
from cheating. There are two main classes of communica-
tion that are required for this; low frequency messages, such
as for trading, group forming and permanent world altering

operations, and high frequency updates which communicate
rendering information such as position, direction and action
of virtual entities, such as avatars and non-player charac-
ters. This paper is concerned with a protocol that facilitates
the latter type of communication, which has additional per-
formance constraints. The protocol provides a mechanism
for peers to reach agreement, presenting a consistent view
of the game state to all players.

Scalability is maintained in the network by ensuring up-
dates are sent only to peers holding interested entities, i.e.
those which consume the information, for example to ren-
der a remote player’s avatar. The two main approaches to
interest management in P2P networks are region based and
neighbour based methods. Region based methods provide
either a subscription to a space within which all published
updates from other entities will be received [3, 4] or the
construction of a multi-cast tree of all peers with entities
within a given region which is used to propagate updates
to all local members [8]. Neighbour based approaches form
connections in the network based on the virtual proximity of
the entities on those peers [7, 6]. Updates are then passed
directly between neighbours.

Region based methods incur a communication cost from
routing over the entire P2P network, for example O(log n)
for Chord [13], where n is the number of peers, both to
and from the peer responsible for a region. The benefit
of this method is that since these regions are generally dis-
tributed randomly over all peers the chance that a player’s
peer is responsible for the region they are in is greatly re-
duced. The direct connections made in the neighbour based
method reduces communication cost. However, it is lim-
ited by the fact that messages sent between non-neighbour
peers, for example to pass messages between players, can
only be routed if the location of the recipient is known.

While the diversity of users in a P2P network poses ad-
ditional security issues it can also be leveraged to provide
resources dedicated to cheat detection. One way to do this
is to form a verification group. Actions requested by peers
must be received and verified by a subset of other peers, re-
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ducing the chance that illegal actions can be performed. The
choice of the verification group thus becomes important, as
it is desirable to choose peers that are not likely to collude.

We envision a direct communication model in which
routing can also be performed over all peers. This facilitates
the formation of groups which is independent to locality in
the virtual world. Updates are passed between peers and are
verified by their respective groups.

The NEO [5] protocol for peer-to-peer games, based on
the work of Baughman and Levine [2], is intended to pre-
vent a number of cheats by attempting to verify the identity
of the sender and register updates in advance to ensure ev-
ery party has chosen their update for a round before they
may read the updates of the other players. It also attempts
to ensure game state consistency by reaching agreement on
which updates have been received by which peers. We anal-
yse this protocol and show that of the five forms of cheating
described in the paper, it prevents only three. We then pro-
pose an improved version of this protocol which prevents all
five types of cheating, as well as meeting some additional
security criteria.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2
describes the threat model and requirements we have used
in our analysis, Section 3 describes the NEO protocol, Sec-
tion 4 describes the attacks we have found which compro-
mise the NEO protocol, Section 5 describes our modified
protocol SEA, Section 6 describes the advantages of SEA
and Sections 7 and 8 conclude and suggest further work.

2 Threat model and requirements

For this study we assume an attacker with the ability to
observe, modify, insert and delete network traffic. We also
assume that the attacker may be a valid player in the game
and may corrupt some number of other players. In the pres-
ence of such an attacker we cannot prevent all forms of in-
terference but we are able to detect when tampering has oc-
curred. Denial of service attacks are possible but given that
they are also possible in the underlying network they are
beyond the scope of this work.

While we do not discuss here the exact model used for
the formation and coordination of the verification group,
it is important to note that our threat model is not limited
by any particular routing implementation. For example it
may, for performance, be beneficial to construct a multi-
cast tree within larger verification groups to distribute mes-
sages. This obviously incurs a security threat since it means
messages are routed via untrusted peers. Our threat model
assumes that packet manipulation is possible in the under-
lying network and so could occur in a point to point com-
munication anyway.

Neither NEO nor SEA prevent players from willingly
disclosing any information they possess to another player.

It is easy for an attacker to directly send their updates in
the clear to other players they are colluding with. It is also
possible for players to disclose their private keys to other
players, which has the affect of the attacker being in control
of multiple players. Given that group verification is based
on a majority, if a majority of players are ever corrupted
they will be able to cheat the minority of honest players. It
is possible to mitigate the probability of a majority of play-
ers colluding by adding random “disinterested” third parties
to the group, but this is a matter for the group selection pro-
tocol.

It is important to note that we do not analyse the related
protocols needed for negotiating the number of players in-
volved, who these players are, or the round length. All
of these steps have the potential to contain security criti-
cal problems and need to be treated carefully. We assume
that all participants are in agreement about the membership
of the group, the length of a round, and a synchronised start
time. We also assume an established public key infrastruc-
ture and an honest majority of players. We expect that all
players are able to synchronise their starting time and then
count round lengths against a local clock. This synchroni-
sation takes place each time a new group is formed or the
membership of an existing group is changed.

It is possible in SEA that two players world views will
diverge because they disagree about whether a certain up-
date should be accepted. For example, one player may re-
ceive a majority of votes supporting a given update while
another player may not, due to lost packets. This is an in-
evitable problem in all systems with unreliable communica-
tion channels [9]. We expect this problem to be mitigated by
continuing to request other players to resend missed votes.

In the following sections we discuss both attacks and
cheats. We consider an attack on a protocol to be a vulner-
ability in a protocol and a cheat to be a method the attacker
may use to gain some benefit from a vulnerability. We use
the names for the following “cheats” that are given in the
original paper for clarity, but we do not consider all these to
be cheats by our definition of the word.

2.1 Types of cheats

Cheating is somewhat difficult to define, but we consider
it to be any action which is accepted but is against the rules
of the game. Given an ideal situation with a trusted and
secure server and secure links between each of the players
and this server, we consider any action that is possible but
would not be possible in this ideal situation to be a cheat.
To prevent protocol level cheating we must ensure that ev-
ery message is properly authenticated and is not modified
in transit. We must detect any tampering at the protocol
level which allows bad messages to be discarded quickly
and should spend the least amount of time possible doing
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Mr
A Message sent by player A in round r

Mr
I(A) Message sent by the attacker I which appears to be from A in round r

SA(x) x signed by player A
Ur

A Update for player A for round r
{x}Kr

A
Encryption of x with the key Kr

A which was chosen by player A and used in round r

V r−1
A Votes for which updates A received in round r − 1

V hr−1
A Votes for which updates A received in round r − 1 including a hash of the update

x, y Concatenation of x and y
H(x) Cryptographic hash of x
nr A nonce (fresh unpredictable value) used in round r
SessID A unique identifier for the session depends on the time and group of players in the game
IDA A unique identifier for player A

Table 1. Explanation of notation used in equations

so. GauthierDickey, Zappala, Lo and Marr [5] define five
specific cheats that they would like to prevent.

• Fixed-Delay Cheat - The attacker receives packets
faster than she sends them which enables her to use in-
formation about her opponents actions in the selection
of her own actions (before they know her actions).

• Time-stamp Cheat - The attacker uses information
about the actions of other players in the selection of
her actions and then puts false timestamps on her up-
dates which make it appear as if her actions occurred
before theirs.

• Suppressed Update Cheat - The attacker does not send
every update to all the players, this keeps those players
she omits from knowing what she is doing.

• Inconsistency Cheat - The attacker sends different up-
dates to different players.

• Collusion Cheat - The attacker shares information with
other players she is colluding with which would not
normally be available to everyone.

2.2 Types of attack

In addition to these five specific cheats we introduce two
new types of attack which are well-known in the protocol
literature [11]. These two types of attacks have significant
potential for damaging the security goals of the protocol be-
cause they undermine the authentication of the source of a
message.

• Replay Attacks - The attacker reuses a message previ-
ously sent by another player in whole or in part and
it is accepted as valid. This can be used to duplicate
the move of an opponent without necessarily knowing
what the move is.

• Spoofing Attacks - The attacker can construct messages
which appear to be from another player and are ac-
cepted as valid.

We will compare the security of the NEO protocol to our
improved version, which we call Secure Event Agreement
(SEA), based on the five cheats and these additional criteria.

3 Description of NEO

GauthierDickey, Zappala, Lo and Marr [5] present a pro-
tocol designed to improve on Baughman and Levine’s lock-
step protocol [2] by reducing latency while continuing to
prevent cheating. They achieve this by adding a voting
mechanism to compensate for packet loss in the environ-
ment. They call this protocol New Event Ordering (NEO).
The security attributes of this protocol can be described in
brief as a commit and reveal method with majority agree-
ment on valid commitments. This is implemented by having
fixed length rounds and adding a voting function such that
players communicate which updates they have received by
the end of the round. Players must commit to their update
within the round. They do not reveal their update until the
next round begins. The majority of players must receive the
update within the round time limit in order for the update to
be considered valid.

Mr
A = {SA(Ur

A)}Kr
A
,Kr−1

A , SA(V r−1
A ) (1)

The basic NEO protocol has messages of the format
given in Equation 1 with notation explained in Table 1.
Each player sends a message of the format described to each
of the other players in their group each round. The purpose
of this message is to inform the other players of the actions
they would like to take in the round (this is called the update
portion of the message).
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4 Problems with NEO

We have discovered several possible ways to cheat which
are not prevented by the NEO protocol. In brief, these are:

1. Attacker can replay updates for another player.

2. Attacker can construct messages with any previously
seen votes attached. Since the votes are signed, the
messages will appear to come from another player.

3. Attacker can send different updates to different oppo-
nents.

The first two of these result from the components of a
NEO message being concatenated but not bound by any
cryptographic means. The NEO protocol also neglects to
include the identity of the originator in the message which
violates Abadi and Needham’s third principle for prudent
engineering of cryptographic protocols [1]. We will now
discuss each of these attacks in detail.

4.1 Attacker can replay updates for an-
other player

The attacker replays a signed update from a previous
round forcing the player they are attacking to make the same
move as they have already made in a previous round. We
refer to the honest player as A and the attacker as I in our
equations. An example of a message constructed to achieve
this attack is given in Equation 2. The fact that the updates
are signed ensures that at the protocol level the recipient
will assume that the person who signed the update sent the
update, but this may not be the case.

Mr
I(A) = {SA(Ur−1

A )}Kr
A
,Kr−1

A , SA(V r−1
A ) (2)

Mr
I(A) = {SA(Ur−1

A )}Kr
I
,Kr−1

A , SA(V r−1
A ) (3)

In order to construct this replay attack, the attacker must
have seen both the round with the update to be replayed
and the following round with the key to decrypt the update.
The attacker may then decrypt to extract the signed update
and either re-encrypt it with an arbitrary key (as shown in
Equation 3) or replay it exactly as it is since the attacker
now knows the key it was encrypted with. The two example
equations given differ only in that in Equation 2 the attacker
reuses a key chosen by the original sender and in Equation 3
the attacker generates a new key. The attack is also illus-
trated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. An illustration of the replay attack
described in Section 4.1.

4.2 Attacker can spoof messages with pre-
viously seen votes

The NEO protocol has a message element which is called
the votes. It is a bit vector sent by each player in which they
vote either 1 or 0 for each other player in the group. A 1
means that the player did receive an update before the end
of the round, a 0 means that the player voting did not re-
ceive the update in time. The purpose of the addition of
voting to the protocol is to provide a way to judge consen-
sus on whether a player sent their update within the round
limit. Unfortunately, because the voting part of the message
is signed by the voter but not bound to any particular round,
it may be abused by an attacker to forge this consensus and
break the commit and reveal nature of the protocol.

Once the attacker has recorded the votes from many
other players, the attacker may then construct spoofed mes-
sages which appear to come from other players. By append-
ing votes which accept the attacker’s message, it is possible
for the attacker to send her update after the round is finished
and the other players will still accept it as valid. This allows
the attacker to read the updates of the other players before
constructing her own.

Mr
I(A) = {SA(Ur

A)}Kr
A
,Kr−1

A , SA(V r−4
A ) (4)

An example of a message to achieve this attack is given
in Equation 4. An illustration of this attack is given in Fig-
ure 2. The steps for this attack are:

1. I records votes from player A looking for one in which
A votes “yes” for I (round r − 4 in the example equa-
tion)

2. I constructs a spoofed packet for A and attaches the
vote from r − 4

3. The round finishes.

4. I reads the updates of all the other players for the
round.
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5. I constructs her own update using this information and
sends it to the other players.

6. The other players mistakenly believe that A received
the update before the end of the round.

Figure 2. An illustration of the voting attack
with steps corresponding to the description
in Section 4.2.

This subverts the voting and defeats the purpose of the
round limits. This attack will only work if I successfully
spoofs packets for a majority of players (or I may have ac-
complices who will always vote “yes”). In relation to the
original five cheats, this attack is effectively a time-stamp
cheat.

4.3 Attacker can send different updates to
different players

NEO provides no assurances at the protocol level that all
players have received the same update. It is claimed that
because the updates are signed, this behaviour will be de-
tected, but because the updates are not tied to a round at the
protocol level it is possible for the attacker to replay signed
updates to different players which would convince them to
accuse an innocent player of cheating. In relation to the
original five cheats, this attack is effectively an inconsis-
tency cheat.

We propose the addition of a hash of the update be in-
cluded in the vote. This means that if a player A receives an
update from player B within the round limit for round r, in-
stead of voting simply “yes” for player B in round r, A will
vote “yes” for an update with the hash x in round r. This
allows the players to determine if a majority of players re-
ceived the same update. We assume that a player should be
able to construct their vote based on protocol level informa-
tion alone (without passing the message up for higher level
processing). We will discuss the details of our proposed
protocol in the following sections.

5 Description of SEA

We propose a modification of the NEO protocol to fix
the problems described in Section 4. We call our protocol
Secure Event Agreement (SEA). SEA is described in
Equation 5 and Equation 6. We replace encryption as a
commitment method with a cryptographic hash because it
provides the same security but is faster [12] and removes
possible issues with key tampering and selection.

CommitrA = H(Ur
A, nr, SessID, IDA) (5)

Mr
A = SA(CommitrA, Ur−1

A , V hr−1
A , nr−1, r) (6)

For the sake of future analysis, it is useful to describe the
intended purpose of each element of the message format.
The purpose of signing the entire message is to authenticate
the creator of the message. The hash serves to commit the
player to the values included for the next round. We have
included a nonce inside the hash to reduce the possibility of
pre-computing all possible values for the hash. A nonce is
a pseudo-random value which needs to be fresh (never used
before, never used again) and unpredictable. The nonce
may be unnecessary if the likely values for the Ur

A are from
a sufficiently large range of possibilities. We have included
the SessID inside the hash to prevent replaying this
message in a different session or with a different group of
players. We have also included the IDA inside the hash to
bind the message to one particular sender, this will prevent
an attacker from playing the same move (without necessar-
ily knowing what it is) by copying the hash and playing
it as their own (and supplying the appropriate update and
nonce after the player reveals them in the following round).
We have included the round number in the signature to pre-
vent the entire message being replayed in a following round.

5.1 Checks to perform on a SEA message

The security assurances of a SEA message depend on
the proper checks being performed before a message is ac-
cepted as valid.

• The signature is checked (we assume that players pos-
sess the public keys of the other players and that the
identity to key relationship has been validated previ-
ously).

• The update and nonce for the previous round are used
with the SessID and IDA (which must match the
identity associated with the signature on the previous
round’s message) to construct the hash which must
match the value committed to in the previous round.
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Player A B C D E
A CommitA CommitC1 CommitD CommitE1

B CommitB CommitC1 CommitD CommitE

C CommitC CommitD CommitE

D CommitA CommitC CommitD CommitE

E
Tally 2 1 2 4 3

Table 2. Example voting matrix from player A’s perspective for five players

• The round number, r must be for the current round.

• The V r−1
Player are examined with the following condi-

tions:

– A majority of messages must have been received
(based on the number of players in the group)
and the result of the vote for each player must
be clear. If missing messages could change the
outcome, they must request that the messages be
resent.

– A majority of the hash values for a particular
player must match for their update to be ac-
cepted. Only the update matching this hash value
is accepted as valid.

5.2 SEA vote construction

In the NEO protocol the voting part of the message con-
sists of a bit vector of length P , where P is the total number
of players in a group. We have not fixed a maximum group
size but expect the group size to vary between 5 and 30 in
practise. Each player gathers these vectors and puts them to-
gether into a matrix and tallies the number of votes for each
player. If the result of the tally for a particular player could
not be changed by missing votes, the vote stands. If the
missing votes could change the outcome of the tally (with
respect to the majority), the player asks abstaining players
to resend their votes.

In the SEA protocol we send the Commit part of the
player’s update (shown in Equation 5) as the “yes” vote.
This lengthens the message but provides additional secu-
rity. Given a game with 5 players, A, B, C, D, and E, an
example voting matrix from the perspective of player A is
given in Table 2. In this example all players would immedi-
ately discard the update for B, and accept the updates for D
and E given that a majority of votes agree on each of these
players’ updates. For players A and C however, the result is
affected by E’s missing vote. The update received by play-
ers A and B from player C, CommitC1 differs from the
update received by players C and D, CommitC . It is nec-
essary to contact E to resolve the issue. If a response from

E does not arrive in a timely manner, these updates should
also be discarded.

6 Advantages of SEA

The SEA protocol offers security advantages and equal
or better performance to the NEO protocol.

6.1 Five original cheats

We have already shown that the NEO protocol did not
prevent all five of the cheats it was designed to stop. Our
SEA protocol does prevent all five of these cheats which
are described in Section 2.1.

• Fixed-Delay Cheat - Forcing all players to commit to a
move in a particular round before revealing any moves
for that round prevents the attacker from gaining any
knowledge about the other players’ moves before they
must choose their own. A hash function is a secure
method of accomplishing this goal. The voting proto-
col ensures that a majority of players have received the
same commitment before the round finishes.

• Time-stamp Cheat - All updates sent in the same round
happen simultaneously. The round numbers are used
to order events appropriately. If an update was not re-
ceived within the round duration with the correct r, it
will not be accepted.

• Suppressed Update Cheat - The Commit value in-
cluded in the voting part of the message will let any
players who did not receive an update from a partic-
ular player know what update that player committed
to without receiving it directly. Since all messages are
signed, they may be forwarded on to players that did
not receive them. This means that a player only needs
to get voting information from one other player that
did receive the update.

• Inconsistency Cheat - As in the above suppressed up-
date cheat, the Commit value included in the votes
makes it possible for the players to detect if they have
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Primitive type Example primitive Clock cycles
Hash function SHA-1 (160 bits) 15/byte + 1040
Symmetric encryption AES (128 bit key) 25/byte + 504
Digital signature RSA-PSS (1024 bit key) 42,000,000

Table 3. Approx. CPU cycles used on a Pentium III Processor [10]

received different updates and only if a majority of
players have received the same Commit will it be ac-
cepted.

• Collusion Cheat - Players may still share any informa-
tion they possess with other players outside the typ-
ical game channels but given the commit and reveal
method, this information is limited to revealed updates.

6.2 Additional security criteria

We have added some additional security requirements
which we feel are important to the security of a peer-to-peer
game protocol.

• Replay Attacks - The Commit value includes the
SessID and IDPlayer which should prevent another
player from replaying the message in a different con-
text. The Commit value also includes a nonce nr to
provide freshness. If this nonce is unique (and from a
large enough possible range of values), it should make
the Commit value both unpredictable and unique.

• Spoofing Attacks - In SEA the entire message is signed
which should prevent another player from generating
spoofed messages with valid signatures (provided the
key is kept secret).

6.3 Performance

To form a message, SEA uses one hash operation and
one signature operation. This is faster than NEO which uses
one encryption operation and two signature operations. To
give the reader a sense of how expensive each type of op-
eration is to compute, the approximate costs of, and an ex-
ample of, each type of operation are given in Table 3 [10].
This shows that the cost of a signature operation is so many
times greater than either a hash function or encryption op-
eration that it is the most significant part of the computa-
tion. Therefore the reduction from two signature operations
to one will have the most significant impact on the perfor-
mance. We have chosen the particular hash function, sym-
metric encryption and signature examples given in Table 3
because they are well-known, there is no requirement to use
these particular functions in an implementation of SEA and

these are not necessarily the best choices to make for these
functions.

In the NEO protocol, the loss of a message results in the
loss of two rounds of updates due to the chaining nature
of the messages. In our SEA protocol this is mitigated by
the addition of the Commit values to the voting section
of the message. This allows a player to accept an update
even if they did not receive the Commit on time or at all
(provided that a majority of other players did). A player
who is missing a Commit may randomly select any other
player who has received the update (and voted as such) and
request that they resend the missing value.

We also propose a variation which adds to the message
length but reduces the effect of lost messages as shown in
Equations 7 and 8. By including updates for the two previ-
ous rounds, the loss of a message results in the loss of only
the round that is committed to in that message (or possibly
none at all when considered in conjunction with the voting
format discussed above).

RevealrA = Ur−1
A , V hr

A−1, nr−1, r (7)

Mr
A = SA(CommitrA, RevealrA, Revealr−1

A ) (8)

7 Conclusion

We have shown that the NEO protocol fails to prevent
two of the five attacks its authors claim. These attacks are
possible because the elements of the message are simply
concatenated. This allows the formation of new illegal but
valid messages from previously seen events. We have pro-
posed a new protocol, SEA, which addresses these issues.
The SEA protocol signs an entire event message, binding
the parts of the message into a whole. It also includes ad-
ditional information such as the SessID, nr, and r which
bind the message to a particular round and group.

In addition to being significantly more secure, the SEA
protocol offers performance advantages. The SEA protocol
is shown to require approximately half the computation to
create and process each message. The addition of update
hashes to the voting section of the message adds the ability
to securely reconstruct and propagate updates which have
not reached all relevant players. This means that instead of
losing two communication rounds with each missing mes-
sage, as is the case for NEO, the SEA protocol only loses
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one, effectively giving twice the delivered updates upon
failure.

The SEA protocol is a strong foundation upon which a
comprehensive secure peer-to-peer game may be built. A
complete solution has many layers and each layer must en-
sure adequate security. SEA provides this security for the
protocol level.

8 Future work

Given that the group selection and round negotiation
protocols are crucial to the security of any group consen-
sus event agreement protocol, we intend to develop secure
group selection and round negotiation protocols to work in
conjunction with SEA. It is important that all members of
a group agree on the membership of the group for concepts
like “majority” to make sense. This is particularly challeng-
ing in a peer-to-peer game environment where the group
membership may change frequently as players move around
the virtual world or enter and exit and the game altogether.
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